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“Landscape	Here	and	Now”	– Healthy	Landscapes
PIAZZA TEVERE is a temporary green space in the historic centre of Rome, where no public green space exists, as is the case in so
many historic cities. This space called "Tiber Square" has been realized at the end of summer 2020 consistent with the Strategic
Resilience Plan of Roma Capitale and thanks to a group of sponsors (landscape builders, landscape material manufacturers and
public/private companies). AIAPP, made the proposal (StrategieGreen2020 – Adaptation of Urban Areas to the Post-Covid phase)
and offered project and supervision (together with Agenda Tevere Onlus).

PIAZZA TEVERE is a landscape-environmental installation in which urban reality and nature, water and art, past and present coexist
and feed each other, creating a "meeting square" but also a "discussion forum" about the benefits that nature can give to cities to
counter the climate and health emergency we are experiencing.

The banks on either sides of the river Tiber are mostly neglected and very sparsely used. PIAZZA TEVERE proposes an unexpected
landscape that ideally unites the opposite banks of the river between the two bridges, Ponte Sisto and Ponte Mazzini and forms a
new temporary landscape acting as a public space where social and ecological topics merge and form "the new social": "closeness
with distance" that the present Covid-19 emergency has created.

On both river banks 500x5m of irrigated lawn, 40 potted trees, 30 tables and 120 chairs, 40 deckchairs and a 20m2 platform allow to
relax in the middle of the city in a healthy fresh environment, enjoying the rich agenda of cultural events that are scheduled around
the clock. At night time a scenographic lighting highlights the foliage of the centenary plane trees that border the Lungotevere.

Do	we really need health emergencies to	make a	better use	of	our potential urban public	green	spaces?	



ADAPTATION	OF	URBAN	AREAS	TO	THE	POST-COVID	PHASE

PROPOSAL	FOR	SPONSORSHIP	FOR	PIAZZA	TEVERE	2020

PIAZZA	TEVERE	is a	temporary green	space in	the	historic centre	of	Rome,	where no	public	green	space exists

PIAZZA	TEVERE	is a	landscape-environmental installation in	which urban reality	and	nature,	water	and	art,	past
and	present coexist and	feed each other

PIAZZA	TEVERE	proposes an	unexpected landscape that ideally unites the	opposite	banks of	the	river

PIAZZA	TEVERE	forms a	new	temporary landscape acting as a	public	space where social	and	ecological topics
merge	and	form "the	new	social":		"closeness with	distance"	that the	present Covid-19	emergency has created



The	surface of	Piazza	Tevere	equals the	surface of	Circo	Massimo



Vue of	the	right	side	riverbank as we know it



Vue of	the	right	side	riverbank as we know it .	.	.				and	as we imagine it



First	suggestion of	a	temporary environmental installation

William	Kentridge’s work	underlined

Lawn +	tables&chairs +	
deckchairs +	shade sails +	
potted trees



Expected outcomes:	1km	of	1m	distanced healthy and	climatically
“fresh well-being,”	with	TREES	that lower the	temperature	and	
absorb CO2	producing oxygen +	1km	of	lawn absorbing PM10



Vue of	the	Left	side	Riverbank as a	place of	“loisir”



General	plan of	the	two river banks with	two kinds of	arragements



The	space with	arrangement during performances
The	space with	permanent arrangement



Right	river bank transformed



Left	river bank transformed



Early morning at Piazza	Tevere



Afternoon &	shade



Happy	hour	at Piazza	Tevere



Waiting for	sunset



Conferences &	meetings at Piazza	Tevere			



After sunset leisure time	at Piazza	Tevere			


